DISCARDED BY HIS LABOR CONSTITUENTS. Ramsay MacDonald, Britain's first coalition premier since war days, wears a harried, troubled expression in this picture, depicting with dignity the scene of his former home park with his daughter, Sheila, just after he had endured the course of action which deprived him of party support. (Associated Press photo)

AN UNOFFICIAL WORLD'S RECORD—Miss Wioletta Walewski, 15 year old London shop girl, won the eighty meter hurdles race for England in the recent meet at Hanover, Germany, setting an unofficial mark of 12 seconds. (Associated Press photo)

ONE GOLFER WHO IS A HERO TO HIS CADDY—The golfer of Wales, transplanted to the Chateau de Harcourt, between Beausecours and Miretta, in southwest France, is pictured at the nearby Cahors golf links, accompanied by his girl caddy, Miss Vanina Robin. (Underwood & Underwood photo)

GERMAN WAR MEMORIAL—The corner of the Hamburg arcades at Hamburg harbor is the site of this shaft erected in the memory of the seaport's 60,969 war dead. (Press photo)

THE BEAR PITS in the Chicago Zoological park at Brookfield, where the living exhibits appear to roost at will in settings made to duplicate their various natural surroundings. This outdoor home of the wild is described in an article by James O'Donnell Scannell elsewhere in today's Tillotson. (Tillotson photo, by James H. Wilson)

SEASIDE OMNIBUS—During the recent storms along the English south coast this bus was photographed plowing through the spray on the shore road near Seaford. With a cargo of thoroughly drenched passengers it finally arrived at its destination. (Associated Press photo)